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Home prices go up in Snowmass Village as sales volume
dips

The town of Snowmass Village collected $3.23 million in real estate transfer tax revenue through June of this year. The town collected $8.31 million in RETT revenue for
all of 2021. 
Town of Snowmass Village

Home prices keep rising in Snowmass Village while overall property sales have been on the decline in 2022 after a record-setting

2021, based on recent reports.

The average sales price of $6.75 million for a single-family home in Snowmass Village for the �rst seven months of 2022 was 15%

higher than the $5.87 million average from January through July last year.

The most recent real estate market report by Land Title Guarantee also showed total transactions in Snowmass Village — residential,

commercial, agricultural, etc. — amounted to $387.9 million from January through July of this year. Snowmass Village had $894.3

million in total sales volume for all of 2021.

Two brokers who follow the Pitkin County property market noted in their summer newsletters that Snowmass Village properties have

traditionally been 25% to 30% cheaper than ones in Aspen; that margin is now 50% but will tighten as inventory shrinks, they said.

“For the past two years, SMV (Snowmass Village) real estate sales have surged and are as feverish as Aspen’s,” wrote broker Tim Estin

in his local real estate report for the �rst half of 2022. “SMV is a bargain compared to Aspen selling at 50-100% discount vs. the

historic 25-30% spread. As inventory plummets that differential will narrow.”

Broker Andrew Ernemann noted Snowmass Village has been a bene�ciary of the pandemic-triggered home-buying frenzy that hit

Aspen.
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“Snowmass Village historically has traded at about a 30% discount to Aspen … these days it’s closer to 50%,” his newsletter said. “And

that’s including the premium prices for Base Village sales. Why? Certainly part of the reason is the upper-end of the Aspen market

skewing some of the averages (i.e. sales price per sq ft & average sales price) upward signi�cantly. I’m sure there are several other

reasons, one theory I have is that Aspen real estate has become a parking place for signi�cant cash over the past two years, huge

amounts of money have been ‘invested’ in Aspen properties as just a part of the investment portfolios of the ultra-wealthy. “

Through July, the average residential price in Aspen this year was $9.44 million and in Snowmass Village it was $3.27 million,

according to Land Title Guarantee. The average per square foot for Aspen residential properties was $2,863; in Snowmass it was

$1,479.

“Snowmass Village has surely bene�ted from this trend as well but the cache of Aspen seems to have been a primary target for many

people with cash to invest (keep in mind this is just a theory!),” according to Ernemann.

The town collected a record $8.3 million in real estate transfer tax revenue last year, according to town �nance records. The town

receives 1% of the purchase price at the close of a property sale.

Through June of this year, the most recent month available, the town reported $3.23 million in RETT revenue. The �rst half clip of

2022 puts it behind the year-end totals for 2021, but it is on pace to coast past the town’s projection of $3.72 million in RETT revenue

for all of this year.

There were 116 property deals completed through July in Snowmass Village, which comprised 17.4% of Pitkin County’s transactions

during that timeframe. The 172 transactions in Aspen accounted for 70.6% of property sales, according to Land Title Guarantee.

In Snowmass Village, the average transaction price was $3.4 million and the median transaction price was $1.88 million, according to

Land Title Guarantee.

Multi-family units had an average price of $1.41 million through the �rst seven months of 2021. For the same time period this year,

they averaged $1.84 million, 30% higher than 2021, according to Land Title Guarantee.

The median price for a single-family home in Snowmass Village from the January-to-July period grew by $11% from $5.2 million in

2021 to $5.75 million in 2022.
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Support Local Journalism
Readers around Aspen and Snowmass Village make the Aspen Times’ work possible. Your �nancial contribution supports our

efforts to deliver quality, locally relevant journalism.

Now more than ever, your support is critical to help us keep our community informed about the evolving coronavirus pandemic

and the impact it is having locally. Every contribution, however large or small, will make a difference.

Each donation will be used exclusively for the development and creation of increased news coverage.
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